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BOCA DO LOBO OPENS THE CURTAINS FOR NEW DESIGN
BEHIND THE SCENES OF SALONE DEL MOBILE 2018
“A Tale of Art, Design, and Crafts” created a spectacular scene for Boca do Lobo’s mystic
scenario in Milano, Salone del Mobile 2018. A place for fantasy and unfiltered human
expression, of utmost beauty behind the curtains, unveiled a tale of utmost beauty with
reinvented masterpieces and unfiltered new design pieces.
A dramatic yet sophisticated theatre to uncover contemporary settings and passionate pieces
was conceived, by talented craftsmen and creative minds who never settle. The Entrance
Balcony, inspired by the costume made Diamond Pyrite Sideboard, welcomed all the lovers
of design to the most exciting showroom ever seen.
The new pieces have made their debut at the avant-garde Boca do Lobo stage and spread the
fantasy throughout the corners, the outstanding dining space, and another three luxury living
rooms. Behind the lustrous curtains, people could find a place to be amazed and inspired by.
Entering into the Dining Stage, the new definition of detailed craftsmanship, Soleil chair took
the main role. Inspired by the spirit and mission of the famous Cirque du Soleil, the purpose of
the outrageous design is to invoke, provoke and evoke.
By the living stage, Imperfectio Sofa and Metamorphosis center table created the perfect
luxurious area yet comfortable in a peculiar way. The surprise ingredient was another astonishing
living stage, presenting two of many new design pieces: Odette Sofa, that tells the story of a
princess turned into a swan by an evil sorcerer’s curse, and the ultimate bestseller piece and
the Diamond center table, that creates a new definition of bold in the form of luxury furniture,
inspired by the emblematic Diamond Pyrite Sideboard. Angra Sideboard complemented this
harmonious area full of soft colors and kind shapes. The seductive and elegant sideboard,
it’s outstanding in its shape and curved in its design. The stunning kitchen stage was made to
prove that bespoke is one of its assets, and any design lover can be inspired to create a unique
and special show his self. The Island Kitchen is made of dark and gold marble following the
elegance of Symphony Sideboard that together played a unique melody.
The curtains are closed but the show must go on behind the scenes. Boca do Lobo prompt
bittersweet emotions and stimulate intimate feelings of belonging. Each piece has a unique,
timeless character, revealing an attention to the smallest details.
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DIAMOND CENTER TABLE

ODETTE SOFA

SOLEIL CHAIR

DIAMOND CENTER TABLE
Projected to be the jewel in the crown of the Portuguese brand Boca do Lobo, the Diamond
Center Table is a reflection of the furniture jeweler’s expertise and quintessence, undoubtedly
deserving its title. This opulent object, full of resources and desire, has two carefully sculpted
doors that reveal a gold lined interior with shelves and two drawers. This piece is inspired by
the gothic furniture of the romantic period, with its capacity to take advantage of the power of
imagination, prevision and escape, without forgetting its unique character.
ODETTE SOFA
Inspired by the Swan Lake Op. 20, ballet composed by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, Odette
Sofa tells the story of a princess turned into a swan by an evil sorcerer’s curse. Its sweeping
silhouette is accentuated with a polished brass structure and an asymmetric back offers a
sophisticated design and timeless appeal.
SOLEIL CHAIR
Soleil chair is a synthesis of styles and senses. Inspired by the spirit and mission of the famous
Cirque du Soleil, the purpose is to invoke, provoke and evoke.
SOLEIL SOFA
Soleile armchair is a synthesis of styles and senses. Inspired by the spirit and mission of the
famous Cirque de Soleil, the purpose is to invoke, provoke and evoke. Soft, sultry curves
gently embrace the sitter in this elegant vintage and contemporary style sofa.
IMPERFECTIO SOFA
Imperfectio Sofa is the expression of imperfect aesthetic, the appeal of that which is authentic
art that is truer to life. The Sofa praises artisanal work as the ultimate form of art that is quite
intentionally imperfect. Some parts are roughly asymmetrical at the surface yet comfortable
and smooth in a peculiar way to excite a desire for complementing your living room.
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THE TECHNIQUES OF BOCA DO LOBO
FILIGREE
When crafting a piece like this, the end result is always different, each piece is unique. It is
hand-crafted work, a work of love.
The art of filigree was born during Roman period and it was passed down through the
generations of skilled medieval jewelers, often emulating the work of the Byzantine goldsmiths
of Constantinople, embellished crosses, reliquaries and the covers of bibles. Later, the filigree
became very popular in the French fashion world from the 60’s until today. And actually, countries
such as India, Italy, and of course, Portugal, have been treasuring it. Deeply embedded in
Portugal’s history and culture, there are countless brilliant examples of this remarkable technique.

JOINERY
Fine furniture calls for beautiful forms and one-of-kind silhouettes. One of the oldest arts of
humankind reborn from the perfect marriage of ancient skills with mechanical methods.
Joinery is one of the most elementary concepts in woodworking that connects different pieces of
wood. A basic yet precious foundation that built the pieces’ skeleton, therefore we have always
put this efficient technique in the spotlight of our designs. Even the look of a joint, how strong it
is, how long it will last thru time, and other characteristics are determined by the joining materials
and which kind of technique is used in the process. A knowledge that valuable woodworkers
have been putting into Boca do Lobo’s designs to make sure to enlighten one-of-kind silhouettes.

AZULEJO
The renowned hand painted tiles reflect a Portuguese tradition with hundreds of years. There
is no surprise that Boca do Lobo honors this treasurable fine art in the Heritage iconic series.
Portugal, the country of whimsical beaches, Porto wine, seafood, and also azulejos. Even people
who aren’t familiar with the term, they visually recall the ceramic tiles painted in blue artistic
patterns, repeated in many historical buildings or as rich accent elements such as house numbers.
Profoundly linked to architectural use, it is usually applied as wall covering decoration, layering
large surface areas on both the inside and outside of buildings. And we are proud of them.

METALWORKING
To form, to cut, and to joining processes can be a praiseworthy playground.
An artful creative assortment of large-scale structures, assemblies, to the most delicate jewelry.
Nowadays the metalworking can be truly artful to conceive a wide range of large-scale structures,
assemblies, to the most delicate jewelry. It requires discipline, vision and strength. Since early,
Boca do Lobo has no restrain to use different processes and tools to shape new designs, by
giving to our pieces rough yet powerful expression. To form, to cut, and to joining processes have
been a praiseworthy playground.
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ABOUT US
BOCA DO LOBO furniture is an exclusive emotional experience, a sense of belonging and a state of
mind.
We strive to encourage sensational experiences by creating beautiful pieces which are passionately
inspired and handcrafted in Portugal by a staff that loves what they do; experiences which pass on the
feeling of exclusivity.
Our designers possess an undeniable talent for composing pieces which stir emotion in their admirers.
Our artisan’s wisdom, accumulated from years of experience, is instilled with love and dedication in the
art that they perform. No detail or element is overlooked as we offer the best at the frontier between
design and art. Each piece will bring you on a journey to sources of pleasure you may have forgotten,
and take you to places you have never been before; a journey to BOCA DO LOBO world – a world of
emotions.
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